Tunable CD44-specific cellular retargeting with hyaluronic acid nanoshells.
In this work we specifically investigate the molecular weight (Mw) dependent combinatorial properties of hyaluronic acid (HA) for exhibiting stealth and targeting properties using different Mw HA nanoshells to tune nanoparticle retargeting to CD44-expressing cancer cells. HA of different Mw was covalently grafted onto model polystyrene nanoparticles and advanced surface analysis by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy performed to quantify and evaluate the effect of the coating procedure. Specific CD44-mediated retargeting was investigated by flow cytometry and confocal microscopy using isogenic D44-deficient and CD44-expressing MCF-7 breast adenocarcinoma cells. Surface analysis demonstrated effective surface coating with 33, 260 and 900 kDa HA resulting in increased colloidal stability and highly negative surface charge due to presentation of up to 4.7% carboxyl groups that indicates an extended and non-constricted HA polymer surface. Reduced non-specific particle interaction in CD44(-) cells was shown for all HA nanoshells but CD44-dependent cellular retargeting and internalization in CD44(+) cells was highly dependent on the coating HA Mw properties. The combination of advanced surface characterization and evaluation of particle interactions in isogenic cells with and without CD44 receptor demonstrates direct evidence for the dual capacity of HA for stealth and CD44-mediated retargeting tunable by the HA molecular weight.